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An upper bound B(n)7n+5 is derived for the number of zeros of Abelian
integrals I(h)=b1h g(x, y) dy& f (x, y) dx on the open interval 7, where 1h is an
oval lying on the algebraic curve H(x, y)= 12 y
2+U(x)=h, deg U(x)=4, and 7 is
the maximal interval of existence of 1h . f (x, y), g(x, y) are polynomials of x and y
and n=max[deg f (x, y), deg g(x, y)].  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A series of questions of the theory of ordinary differential equations lead
to the problem of determinating the upper bound Z(m, n) of the number
of zeros of the Abelian integrals
I(h)=
1h
g(x, y) dx& f (x, y) dy, (1.1)
where f (x, y) and g(x, y) are real polynomials of x and y with degree not
greater than n, 1h is an oval lying on real algebraic curve H(x, y)=h,
deg H(x, y)=m (H(x, y) are called Hamiltonians), and 7 is a maximal
interval of existence of 1h . This question is called the weakened Hilbert
16th problem, posed by V.I. Arnold in [1, 2].
The general result of solving the weakened Hilbert 16th problem was
achieved by A.Varchenko [12] and A. Khovanskii [6], who proved inde-
pendently the existence of Z(m, n), but no explicit expression of Z(m, n)
has been obtained. Yu. Ilyashenko, S. Yakovenko and D. Novikov have
proved in [4, 5, 7, 13] that for the set of ‘‘good’’ H(x, y) there exists a
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constant c(H)<+ such that the number of real isolated zeros of I(h) in
7 does not exceed exp(c(H)n). Recently, E. Horozov and I. D. Iliev [3]
gave an explicit upper bound Z(3, n)5n+15. Their proof exploits the
properties of the PicardFuchs system satisfied by the four basic integrals,
which are the generators of the module of complete Abelian integrals over
polynomial rings.
In particular, suppose
H(x, y)= 12 y
2+U(x), (1.2)
where U(x) is a real polynomial of x with degree 4. For Hamiltonians (1.2)
with certain symmetric properties, such as U(x)=x4&x2, U(x)=x2&x4
or with three real critical values, the number of zeros of I(h) has been
estimated in [811], and most of these results were proved by Petrov’s
method. In the present paper, we consider the general case of (1.2) with at
least one center. Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. For any H(x, y)= 12 y
2+U(x), deg U(x)=4, having at
least one center, the number B(n) of isolated zeros of I(h) does not exceed
7n+5, where 7 might contain several open intervals, n=max[deg f (x, y),
deg g(x, y)].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, I(h) is expressed as a
linear combination of three basic integrals I0 , I1 , I2 with polynomial coef-
ficients. In Section 3, we derive a PicardFuchs equation of I0 , I1 , I2 ,
which shows that I0", I1", Z" depend only on I $0 , Z$, where Z is a linear
combination of I1 , I2 . This implies Z$I0$ satisfies a Riccati equation. Using
these results, in Section 4 we reduce the initial problem to counting the
number of zeros of certain Abelian integrals which are expressed as linear
combination of only I $0 and Z$. Finally, Theorem 1.1 is proved by Horozov
and Iliev’s method (cf. [3]).
2. THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF I(h)
In this section, we are going to express I(h) as a combination of three
basic integrals. Before that we give the normal form for quartic
Hamiltonians (1.2) with at least one center. More precisely, we have
Lemma 2.1. Any H(x, y)= 12 y
2+U(x), deg U(x)=4, having at least
one center, can be reduced to one of the normal forms
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H(x, y)=
1
2
y2+
1
2
x2&
1
3
x3&
1
4k
x4=h, (2.1)
H(x, y)=
1
2
y2+
1
2
x2+
1
4
x4=h, (2.2)
H(x, y)= y2+x2&x4=h, (2.3)
H(x, y)=
1
2
y2+
1
4
x4=h. (2.4)
Lemma 2.2. For (2.1), we have
(i) If k<&4, then the Hamiltonian (2.1) has two centers at P0 (0, 0)
and P1 ( 12(&k+- k(k+4)), 0). The ovals 1h around P0 (resp. P1) are
defined for Hamiltionian values h # 70=(0, h2) (resp. h # 71=(h1 , h2)). If
h # 72=(h2 , +), then 1h are the ovals around three critical points P0 , P1
and the saddle P2 ( 12(&k&- k(k+4)), 0), where
h1= 148k(k+2&- k(k+4))(k+6&- k(k+4)),
h2= 148k(k+2+- k(k+4))(k+6+- k(k+4)).
Obviously, h1=0 if and only if k=&92. If k<&
9
2, then h1<0<h2 .
Otherwise, 0<h1<h2 .
(ii) If k=&4, then the Hamiltonian (2.1) has a center and a cuspidal
loop. The ovals around the center P0 (0, 0) are defined for h # 70=(0, 13). If
h # 71=( 13, +), then each 1h surrounds the cuspidal point P1 (2, 0) and the
center P0 .
(iii) If &4<k<0, then (2.1) has only a global center (0, 0). The ovals
1h around (0, 0) are defined for Hamiltonian values h # 7=(0, +).
(iv) If k>0, then (2.1) has a center at P0 and two saddles at P1 , P2 .
The ovals around P0 are defined for h # 7=(0, h1).
Lemma 2.3. (i) The Hamiltonian (2.2) has one global center at (0, 0)
and the ovals 1h are defined for Hamiltonian values h # 7=(0, +).
(ii) For the system (2.3), the ovals around the center (0, 0) are defined
for 7=h # (0, 14). 114 corresponds to the heteroclinic loop.
(iii) The system (2.4) has only a global center at (0, 0). The ovals 1h
are defined for Hamiltonian values h # 7=(0, +).
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Denote
Iij (h)=
1h
xiy j dx, (2.5)
and
I0 (h)=I01 (h), I1 (h)=I11 (h), I2 (h)=I21 (h), h # 7. (2.6)
Proposition 2.4. Assume n3 in (1.1). For the Hamiltonian (2.1), I(h)
can be expressed as
I(h)=:(h) I0 (h)+;(h) I1 (h)+#(h) I2 (h), (2.7)
where :(h), ;(h), and #(h) are polynomials of h, deg :(h)[(n&1)2]= p,
deg ;(h)[(n&2)2]=q, deg #(h)[(n&3)2]=r, and p, q, r are the
lowest upper bounds of deg :(h), deg ;(h), deg #(h), respectively. [s] denotes
the entire part of s.
For n=0, :(h)=;(h)=#(h)#0; for n=1, deg :(h)=0, ;(h)=#(h)#0;
for n=2, deg :(h)=deg ;(h)=0, #(h)#0.
Proof. We split the proof in several steps.
(1) By partial integration, I(h) can be expressed as
I(h)=
1h
P(x, y) dx, (2.8)
where deg P(x, y)=n. Hence, in the rest of this paper, we represent I(h) as
(2.8) instead of (1.1).
(2) For d=l+m4, the integral Ilm can be expressed as a linear
combination of Iij , i+ j=d&1 or d&2, and hIij , i+ j=d&2, i=0, 1, 2.
It follows from (2.1) that
y
y
x
+x&x2&
1
k
x3=0. (2.9)
Multiplying (2.9) by xl&3ym and integrating over 1h gives by part
Ilm=k {& l&3m+2 Il&4, m+2+I l&2, m&Il&1, m= , (2.10)
where l3.
Multiplying (2.1) by x lym&2 and integrating over 1h yields
1
2
Ilm+
1
2
I l+2, m&2&
1
3
Il+3, m&2&
1
4k
Il+4, m&2=hIl, m&2 . (2.11)
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The equality (2.10) shows
Il+3, m&2=k {& lm Il&1, m+I l+1, m&2&Il+2, m&2= , (2.12)
Il+4, m&2=k {&l+1m Ilm+Il+2, m&2&Il+3, m&2= . (2.13)
Substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.11), we get
2m+l+1
4m
Ilm+
1
12
(k+3) I l+2, m&2
=hIl, m&2&
lk
12m
Il&1, m+
1
12
kI l+1, m&2 . (2.14)
We use (2.14) with l=0, 1, 2 and (2.10) with l=3, 4, } } } , d&1, d, respec-
tively, to obtain a linear algebraic system of the form
AJ=B, A=\A50
0
E+ , (2.15)
where J=col(I0, d , I1, d&1 , I2, d&2 , } } } , Id, 0), E is an unit matrix of order
d&4, and
A5 =
2d+1
4d
0
1
12
(k+3) 0 0
.
0
d
2(d&1)
0
1
12
(k+3) 0
0 0
2d&1
4(d&2)
0
1
12
(k+3)
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
Since det A5 {0 for d3 and B contains only the integrals I ij ,
i+ j=d&1 or d&2 and hI ij , i+ j=d&2, i=0, 1, 2, the second step of the
proof is completed.
(3) In this step, we will prove by induction that I(h) can be expressed
as (2.7) and deg :(h)[(n&1)2], deg ;(h)[(n&2)2], deg #(h)
[(n&3)2].
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It follows from (2.14) and (2.10) that
I03= 127 hI0+
1
7 kI1&
1
7 (k+3) I2 ,
(2.16)
I13=[ 32h&
1
8k(k+3)]I1+
1
8k(k+4) I2&
1
24kI03 ,
which implies that the result holds for n=3 and n=4.
Suppose for nd&1, deg P(x, y)=n in (2.8), I n (h)=b1h P(x, y) dx can
be expressed as
In (h)=:n (h)I0+;n (h) I1+#n (h)I2 , (2.17)
where deg :n(h)[(n&1)2], deg ;n(h)[(n&2)2], deg #n(h)[(n&3)2].
For n=d, by the equality (2.17) and the results proved in the second
step, we obtain
I(h)= :
i+ jd&1
Aij Iij+h :
i+ j=d&2
BijIij
=:d&1 (h) I0+;d&1 (h)I1+#d&1 (h) I2
+h[:d&2 (h) I0+;d&2 (h) I1+#d&2 (h)I2]
#:(h) I0+;(h) I1+#(h) I2 .
Therefore,
deg :(h)max[deg :d&1 (h), 1+deg :d&2 (h)]
max {_d&22 & , 1+_
d&3
2 &==_
d&1
2 & ,
which implies deg :(h)[(n&1)2] for arbitrary n. Similarly, deg ;(h)
[(n&2)2], deg #(h)[(n&3)2].
(4) We intend to prove first that there exists Tn (x, y), Qn (x, y), and
Rn (x, y) such that
h[(n&1)2]I0=
1h
Tn (x, y) dx, (2.18)
h[(n&2)2]I1=
1h
Qn (x, y) dx, (2.19)
h[(n&3)2]I2=
1h
Rn (x, y) dx, (2.20)
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where deg Tn (x, y)=deg Qn (x, y)=deg Rn (x, y)=n. This shows that
there exists P(x, y), deg P(x, y)=n, such that
I(h)=
1h
P(x, y) dx=h[(n&1)2] I0+h[(n&2)2] I1+h[(n&3)2] I2 , (2.21)
which implies that p, q, r is the lowest upper bound of deg :(h), deg ;(h),
deg #(h), respectively.
We prove (2.18)(2.20) by induction.
Obviously, (2.16) shows (2.18) holds for n=3, i.e, there exists a polyno-
mial T3 (x, y), deg T3 (x, y)=3, such that b1h T3 (x, y) dx=hI0 . Since
b1h x
4dx=0 implies hI0=b1h (x
4+T3 (x, y)) dx, (2.18) also holds for n=4.
Next, we suppose (2.18) holds for nd&1., i.e., there exists Tn (x, y)=
i+ jn C ijxiy j, deg Tn (x, y)=n, such that
h[(n&1)2]I0= :
i+ jn
Cij  1h x iy j dx. (2.22)
For n=d, it follows from (2.22) that
h[(d&1)2]I0=h } h[(d&3)2]I0= :
i+ jd&2
C ijhI ij .
Substituting l=i, m= j+2 into (2.14), we get
hIij=
i+2j+5
4( j+2)
I i, j+2+
1
12
(k+3) Ii+2, j+
ki
12( j+2)
I i&1, j+2&
1
12
kI i+1, j ,
which implies
h[(d&1)2]I0=
1h
:
i+ jd&2
C ij \i+2j+54( j+2) x iy j+2+
1
12
(k+3) xi+2y j
+
ki
12( j+2)
xi&1y j+2&
1
12
kxi+1y j+ dx
=
1h
Td (x, y) dx.
Obviously, deg Td (x, y)=d. This shows (2.18) holds for arbitrary n.
Similarly, we can get (2.19) and (2.20).
Using the same arguments as in Proposition 2.4, we have
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Proposition 2.5. Assume n3 in (1.1). For the Hamiltonians
(2.2)(2.4), I(h) can be expressed as
I(h)=:(h) I0 (h)+#(h) I2 (h), (2.23)
where deg :(h)[(n&1)2]= p, deg #(h)[(n&3)2]=r. And p, r are
the lowest upper bounds of deg :(h), deg #(h).
If n=1 or 2, then deg :(h)=0, #(h)#0.
3. PICARDFUCHS SYSTEM AND RICCATI EQUATION
In this section, we will derive a PicardFuchs equation satisfied by
I0 , I1 , I2 .
Lemma 3.1. For the Hamiltonian (2.1), V=col(I0 , I1 , I2) satisfies a
PicardFuchs equation
(12Eh+C)V$=RV, (3.1)
where E is an unit matrix of order 3, and
0 k &(k+3) 9 0 0
C=\0 &k(k+3) k(k+4) +, R=\ k 12 0+ .0 k2(k+4) &k(k2+5k+3) &k(k+3) 2k 15
Proof. It follows from (2.1) that
y
h
=
1
y
,
which implies
I$l1=
1h
x ly&1 dx. (3.2)
Substituting m=&1 into (2.10), we get
I $31=k(I $1&I $2),
I $41=k(&I0+I $2&I $31),
(3.3)
I $51=k(&2I1+I $31&I $41),
I $61=k(&3I2+I $41&I $51).
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On the other hand,
h
d
dh 1h x
ly dx=
1h
hxly&1 dx
=
1h
xl \12 y2+
1
2
x2&
1
3
x3&
1
4k
x4+ y&1 dx,
that is,
hI $l1=
1
2
I l1+
1
2
I $l+2, 1&
1
3
I $l+3, 1&
1
4k
I $l+4, 1. (3.4)
Substituting (3.3) into (3.4), we obtain (3.1).
Taking
Z=2kI1+3I2 , (3.5)
we have
Proposition 3.2. I0 , I1 , and Z, related to (2.1), satisfy the equation
I0" a01 (h) a02 (h)
D(h) \ I1"+=\a11 (h) a12 (h)+ \ I $0Z$+ , (3.6)Z" a21 (h) a22 (h)
where
D(h)=12h[144h2&12k(k2+6k+6)h+k2 (2k+9)],
a01 (h)=12h[&36h+k(k+1)(2k+9)],
a02 (h)=12(k+3)h&k(2k+9),
a11 (h)=12h[12kh+k2 (2k+9)],
a12 (h)=&12k(k+4)h,
a21 (h)=12h[&12k(k+9)h+k2 (2k+9)(2k+3)],
a22 (h)=12h[36h&k(2k+9)(k+1)].
Proof. Differentiating both sides of (3.1) yields
(12Eh+C)V"=(R&12E)V$, (3.7)
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where
&3 0 0
R&12E=\ k 0 0+ .&k(k+3) 2k 3
Substituting (3.5) into (3.7), we obtain (3.6).
Corollary 3.3. For the Hamiltonians (2.1), the ratio |(h)=Z$I $0
satisfies the Riccati equation
D(h)|$=a21 (h)+(a22 (h)&a01 (h))|&a02 (h)|2. (3.8)
Proof. Equation (3.8) follows from the first and the third equation of
(3.6). Using the same arguments as above, we obtain the following two
propositions:
Proposition 3.4. I0 , I2 , related to the Hamiltonian (2.2), satisfy the
PicardFuchs equation
h(h+ 14) \I0$I2$+=\
3
4h+
1
4
1
4 h
5
16
5
4h+\
I0
I2+ , (3.9)
which implies that the ratio v(h)=I2 (h)I0 (h) satisfies
h(h+ 14)v$=
1
4 h+(
1
2h&
1
4)v&
5
16v
2. (3.10)
Proposition 3.5. For the Hamiltonians (2.4), we have
I(h)=:(h)h34+#(h)h54, (3.11)
where :(h), #(h) are defined as in Proposition 2.5.
Proof. As in the proof of (2.10), we have
Ilm=
l&3
m+2
Il&4, m+2 ,
which implies
I $l+4, 1=I l+4, &1=(l+1) I l1 . (3.12)
It follows from (2.4) that
hI $l1=
1h
hxly&1 dx=
1h
x l\12 y2+
1
4
x4+ y&1 dx=12 I l1+
1
4
I $l+4, 1 . (3.13)
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Substituting (3.12) into (3.13), we have
hI $l1= 14 (l+3) Il1 ,
which yields
Il1 (h)=C lhl+34, (3.14)
where Cl is constant depending only on l. The expression (3.11) follows
from (3.14) and Proposition 2.5.
4. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
In this section, we prove our main results by Horozov and Iliev’s
method. To be more concrete, we only consider the Hamiltonians (2.1) in
Lemmas 4.14.4 and Proposition 4.5. From (2.7), (3.1), and (3.5), the
following expression is obtained,
I$(h)=:1 (h)I $0+;1 (h) I $1+#1 (h)Z$, (4.1)
where deg :1 (h)p, deg ;1 (h)q, deg #1 (h)r.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be the set of zeros of ;1 (h) in 7. Then in 7"S, we
have
\ I$(h);1 (h)+
$
=
M(h)
D(h);21
, (4.2)
where
M(h)=:2 (h) I $0+;2 (h)Z$, (4.3)
and deg :2p+q+2, deg ;2p+q+1, :2 (0)=0.
Proof. By (4.1) and (3.6), we have in 7"S
\ I$(h);1 (h)+
$
=
1
;1
[:1I0"+;1 I1"+#1Z"]+\:1;1+
$
I0$ +\#1;1 +
$
Z$
=
1
D(h);21
[:2 (h) I0$+;2 (h)Z$],
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where
:2 (h)=:1 ;1a01+;21 a11+;1#1a21+D(h)(:1$;1&:1;1$ ),
;2 (h)=:1;1a02+;21a12+;1#1a22+D(h)(;1#1$ &;1$#1),
which implies deg :2 (h)p+q+2, deg ;2 (h)p+q+1, :2 (0)=0.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that 7 =(a, b)/7. Let +, &, ’ be the number of
zeros of I$(h), M(h), ;1 (h) in 7 , respectively. Then
+&+’+1. (4.4)
Proof. Denote by !1 , !2 , } } } , !’ , the elements of zeros of ;1 (h) in 7 ,
!0=a, !’+1=b, !j<!j+1 , j=0, 1, } } } , ’. Around each ! j , choose a small
interval |j=[!j&$, !j+$] such that I$(h), M(h) and ;1 (h) have no zero
in it except !j . Denote by +j , &j the number of zeros of I$(h), M(h) in
0j=(!j+$, !j+1&$) respectively. The equality (4.2) implies + j&j+1. In
the interval |j , only the point !j could be a zero of I$(h) and M(h) with
multiplicity lj , mj respectively. If the multiplicity of zero of ;1 (h) at !j is a j
and lj {a j , then (4.2) shows that lj&aj&1=mj&2a j , which implies
ljmj . If lj=aj , then it follows from (4.2) that 0m j&2lj , hence l jmj .
By above discussion, we have
+=+0+ :
’
j=1
(+ j+lj)
&0+1+ :
’
j=1
(&j+mj+1)
=&+’+1. (4.3)
Lemma 4.3. W(h)=M(h)I0 $(h) satisfies the Riccati equation
D(h) ;2 (h)W$=R0 (h)W2+R1 (h)W+R2 (h), (4.5)
where deg R2 (h)2p+2q+5, R2 (0)=0.
Proof. Obviously, W(h)=:2 (h)+;2 (h)|. A simple computation using
(3.8) shows that W(h) satisfies (4.5) and
R2 (h)=D(h)(:$2;2&:2;$2)&:22 a02&:2;2 (a22&a01)+;
2
2 a21 . (4.6).
Therefore, deg R22p+2q+5. Since :2 (0)=0, we obtain R2 (0)=0.
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Lemma 4.4. If R2 (h), ;2 (h) have _, * zeros in 7 , respectively, then
+_+*+’+2. (4.7)
Proof. As I $0(h){0, W(h) has just & zeros in 7 . We split the proof in
two steps.
(1) Assume that :2 (h) and ;2 (h) have no common factor. Since
I $0(h){0, (4.3) implies that the zero of ;2 (h) is not the zero of M(h).
Let !1 , !2 , ..., !* be all zeros of ;2 (h) in 7 =(a, b), !j<!j+1 ,
!0=a, !*+1=b, j=0, 1, ..., *. Denote by _~ j the number of zeros of R2 (h) in
2j=(!j , !j+1). If h 1 , h 2 are two consecutive zeros of W(h) in 2j , then
D(h i) ;2 (h i) W$(h i)=R2 (h i), i=1, 2,
which shows R2 (h 1) R2 (h 2)0. This implies that between any two con-
secutive zeros of W(h) in 2j there is a zero of R2 (h). Hence, the number
of the zeros of W(h) in 2j is at most _~ j+1, which gives
& :
*
j=0
(_~ j+1)=_+*+1. (4.8)
Hence, (4.7) follows from (4.4) and (4.8).
(2) If :2 (h) and ;2 (h) have common factor F(h), then denote
M(h)=F(h) M1 (h), M1 (h)=:2 (h)I $0+; 2 (h)Z$.
For M1 (h), using the same arguments as above, we get the results.
In what follows let B(n) be the number of zeros of I(h) in 7.
Proposition 4.5. Assume n3 in (1.1). If the Hamiltonian is defined as
(2.1), then
B(n)7n+4+ 12 ((&1)
n+1).
Proof. Let B (n) be the number of zeros of I(h) in 7 . If one of the
endpoints of 7 is Hamiltonian value corresponding to a center (in this
point I(h) vanishes identically), then Lemma 4.4 and (4.1) give
B (n)+_+*+’+2. (4.9)
Otherwise,
B (n)++1_+*+’+3. (4.10)
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Let _i , *i , ’i be the number of zeros of R2 (h), ;2 (h), ;1 (h) in 7 i respec-
tively, where 7 i is defined as follows. Denote by Bi (n) the number of zeros
of I(h) in 7 i .
(1) If k< & 92 , then denote 7 i=7 i , i=0, 1, 2, where 7i is defined as
in Lemma 2.2. Assume that 1Lh , 1
R
h are the ovals around P0 , P1 , respec-
tively, h # 7 0 _ [0]. Then we have

1h
P(x, y) dx, if h # (7 1 _ 7 2)"(7 0 _ [0]),
I(h)={
1 h
L
P(x, y) dx or 
1h
R
P(x, y) dx, if h # 7 0 _ [0],
where I(h) is expressed as (2.8). It means that I(h) is a double-valued func-
tion when h # 7 0 _ [0].
Obviously, (4.9) and (4.10) implies that
Bi (n) _i+*i+’ i+2, i=0, 1,
(4.11)
B2 (n)_2+*2+’2+3.
Since R2 (0)=0 and 7 0 /7 1 , we have
_0deg R2 (h)&1, _1+_2deg R2 (h),
(4.12)
*0*1+*2deg ;2 (h), ’0’1+’2deg ;1 (h).
It follows from (4.11), (4.12), and I(0)=0 that
B(n)=B0 (n)+B1 (n)+B2 (n)+1
2 deg R2 (h)+2 deg ;2 (h)+2 deg ;1 (h)+7
6p+8q+197n+4+ 12 ((&1)
n+1).
(2) If k=&92 , then denote 7 0=7 1=70 , 7 3=72 . Since R2 (h)=0,
we have _0=_1_0+_2deg R2 (h)&1. By the same arguments as step
(1), we obtain
B(n)=2B0(n)+B1 (n)6p+8q+177n+2+ 12 ((&1)
n+1).
(3) If &92<k< &4, then 0<h1<h2 . As in the proof of step (1), we
have
B(n)7n+3+ 12 ((&1)
n+1).
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(4) If k=&4, then denote 7 i=7i , i=0, 1. Using (4.9) and (4.10)
yields that
B(n)=B0 (n)+B1 (n)(_0+_1)+(*0+*1)+(’0+’1)+5.
Since
_0+_1deg R2 (h)&1, *0+*1deg ;2 (h), ’0+’1deg ;1 (h),
we have
B(n)3p+4q+10 12 [7n+5+
1
2 ((&1)
n+1)].
(5) If &4<k<0, then 7=7 . It follows from (4.9) that
B(n)3p+4q+7 12 [7n+
1
2 ((&1)
n&1)].
(6) If k>0, then 7=7 . We can obtain the same bound of B(n) as
in step (5).
By the above discussion, we get the results.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have proved our main result for
Hamiltonians (2.1) when n3. In what follows we conside the other cases.
(1) For the Hamiltonians (2.1), for n=0, :(h)=;(h)=#(h)#0; for
n=1, deg :(h)=0, ;(h)=#(h)#0; for n=2, deg :(h)=deg ;(h)=0,
#(h)#0.
Using the same arguments as Proposition 4.5, we have B(1)=0,
B(2)19.
(2) For the Hamiltonians (2.2), Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 3.4
show that the ratio W(h)=I2 (h)I0 (h) satisfies
h(h+ 14) #W$=R 0 (h)W
2+R 1 (h)W+R 2 (h),
where
R 2 (h)=h(h+ 14)(:$#&:#$)+
1
4h#
2&:#( 12h&
1
4)&
5
16:
2,
which implies deg R 2 (h)2p. Hence, by the same argument as in the proof
of (4.8), we have
B(n)2p+r+13 _n&12 & ,
where n3.
Obviously, B(1)=B(2)=0.
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(3) For the Hamiltonian (2.3), G. S. Petrov has proved in [8] that
B(n)2 _n&12 &+1.
(4) For the Hamiltonian (2.4), if we take t=h12, then (3.11)
becomes
I(h)=h34 (:(t2)+#(t2) t),
which implies that B(n)2[(n&1)2].
The bounds from (1)(4) together with Proposition 4.5 give our main
results. The proof is finished.
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